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Abstract—Visual cryptography is one of the techniques used to encode the video by separating the original video. The proposed Visual
cryptography gives the show to the users how encryption and decryption can be done to the video. Waveletchange are to provide characteristic
of multiple declarationand worldwide decomposition that are the important features for thevideo compression application. The privacy and
security becomes the most significant issues since the multimedia is transmitted openly over the network. A new adapted Haar Wavelet is used
to encrypt the full video in an capable protected manner, after encryption the frame will decomposes and audio send final uncompressed video.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The popularity of mobile devices such as iPhone, users can
conveniently upload their personal videos on sharing
websites, e.g., YouTube and Vimeo. There is an increasing
demand for a quick access of the numerous videos taken by
multiple users. Video summarization is a technique that
meets this requirement by transforming one or multiple
videos into a condensed one, and preserves the semantically
important frames simultaneously. It is a technique widely
used in video browsing, retrieval, compression, etc.
For example, presenting a few semantically important
frames to viewers gives them a rough understanding of a
video.
Besides, video summarization can improve video retrieval
as only a limited number of representative frames from pair
wise videos are extracted for comparison. [1]
The amount of digital video has increased rapidly on the
Internet. Video security becomes increasingly important for
many applications, e.g., secure transmission of video,
military and medical applications. For example, speed and
secure transmission is essential in the medical world.
Nowadays, the transmission of videos is a daily routine and
it is necessary to find an efficient way to send out them over
networks. The protection of this multimedia data can be
done with encryption algorithms. [2]
Video frames decomposition approaches aim to identify
important frames of a video from either a global or local
perspective.[7] Visual cryptography (VC) is a system that
encodes a challenge video into n offers, with each part
holding one or more shares. Any individual who holds not
as much as n offers can't reveal any information about the
last riddle video. Stacking the n shares reveals the mystery
video. [3]
Video is the sequence of images processed and displayed at
rate so that it forms a moving picture. Video contains
different type of information audio, text, images and
pictures. Video contains the info at various levels in the
form of shots and frames.

Key frame extraction is the most crucial step for video
retrieval. Key-frames, also called representative frames, are
defined as the most useful frames that capture the major
elements in a video in terms of content. Key-frames can
generate summaries of the videos to provide browsing
capabilities to the users .Key frames helps in reducing the
redundancy as only main frames are selected. Key frames
are used for various applications like video summarization,
indexing, browsing, retrieval and for video compression.[11]
The visual cryptography is one of the method used to
transmit the secrete frames under the cover video. Now a
days the video is used as a hide video using a technique
called half toning. The half toning is the procedure and it is
not possible to advance the hide video as it is original video.
Visual cryptography allows helpful and efficient secret
sharing video between a numbers of trusted parties. With
many cryptographic schemes, for trust is the most difficult
part. In the visual cryptography provides a very great
technique by which one secret can be distributed into two or
more shares. [8] Wavelet change is a strong strategy to
speak to the sign in time-recurrence domain. There are two
types of Wavelet Transform.
 Continuous Wavelet Transform
 The Discrete Wavelet Transform [4]
The continuous wavelet transform was developed as an
different approach to the short time Fourier transforms to
overcome the resolution problem. Discretized continuous
wavelet transform enables the computation of the
continuous wavelet transform by computers, but it is not a
correct discrete transform.[5]
Visual cryptography encodes a secret binary image (SI) into
shares of random binary patterns. The binary patterns of the
shares, however, have no visual meaning and hinder the
objectives of visual cryptography. Extended visual
cryptography was proposed newly to construct meaningful
binary images as shares using hyper graph colorings, but the
visual quality is poor. In this paper, a novel technique
named halftone visual cryptography is proposed to complete
visual cryptography via half toning. Based on the blue-noise
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dithering principles, the proposed method utilizes the void
and cluster algorithm to encode a secret binary image into
halftone shares (images) transport significant visual
information. The simulation shows that the visual quality of
the obtained halftone shares is observably better than that
attained by any available visual cryptography method
known to date. [9]
Alfred Haar (1885-1933) was a Hungarian mathematician
who worked in analysis studying orthogonal systems of
functions, incomplete differential equations, Chebyshev
approximations and linear inequalities. In 1909 Haar
introduced the Haar wavelet theory. A Haar wavelet is the
simplest type of wavelet . In discrete form, Haar wavelets
are correlated to a mathematical operation called the
Haartransform.We also present a linear algebra
implementation of the Haar wavelet transform, and
important recent simplifications. Like all wavelet
transforms, the Haar transform decomposes a discrete signal
into two subsignals of half its length.
The Haar wavelet transform has a number of advantages:
 It is conceptually simple and fast
 It is exactly changeable without the edge effects that are a
problem with other wavelet transforms.
 It provides high compression ratio and high PSNR (Peak
signal to noise ratio).
It growths detail in a recursive manner.
The Haar Transform (HT) is one of the simplest and basic
transformations from the space field to a local frequency
domain. Data compression in multimedia applications has
become more spirited recently where compression methods
are being rapidly developed to compress large data files
such as images. Efficient methods usually succeed in
compressing images, while recalling high image quality and
minimal reduction in image size.[6]
Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique which
allows visual info (e.g. printed text, handwritten notes and
pictures) to be encrypted in such a way that the decryption
can be performed by the visual system, without the support
of computers. Encoded data can be stored on non-secure
media or transmitted over a non-secure network.[10]
1.1 Objective
 To improve the accuracy of video shot
detection so that it generates efficient footage
for investigation.
 To achieve faster frames decomposition.
 To develop a high speed cryptographic
algorithm for video encryption.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Luming Zhang, et al ” Probabilistic Skimlets Fusion for
Summarizing Multiple Consumer Landmark Videos”,
proposed a probabilistic model for expansion multiple
videos taken at nearby places. We introduce an active
learning algorithm to select skims (or key frames) from
multiple videos, by leveraging the locality preserving
property of temporally nearest frames. Based on this, a
probabilistic model is designed to reschedule these video
skims into a aesthetically agreeable, smooth, and sure

summary. Further, we comply two data sets containing
multiple videos for validating our approach. [1]
A. KajaMoideen, K. R. Siva Bharathi,” A Novel Method
for Data Hiding in Encrypted Image and Video”, proposed a
novel scheme for separate reversible data hiding in
encrypted image/video is proposed, which consists of image
encryption, data embed and data extraction/ image-recovery
phases. [2]
MinalNerker, et al“Encrypting Digital Images and Using
Diverse Image Media for Sharing Digital Images”, proposed
visual secret sharing (VSS) scheme, (n,n)-NVSS scheme,
that shares a digital image using diverse image media. The
media that include n.1 at random chosen images are
unchanged in the encryption phase. Therefore, they are
completely safe. Regardless of the number of participant n
increases, the natural image–based VSS scheme (NVSS)
scheme uses only one noise share for sharing the top secret
image. Compared with existing VSS schemes, the proposed
NVSS scheme can successfully reduce transmission risk and
provide the highest level of user kindliness and highest level
of security, both for shares and for participants. [3]
KapilTajane et al ,”Review Paper :Comparative Analysis
Of Mother Wavelet Functions With The ECG Signals”,
proposed changed wavelet transform are study for denoising
the ECG signal. It gives the survey about mother wavelet
useful for ECG processing. Here the comparative
examination is carried out by studying unlike examine
papers which gives the suitable methods for ECG detection
and processing. [4]
Ba tutruong and svethavenkatesh,” Video Abstraction: A
Systematic Review and Classification”,proposed we have
carried out a complete survey and review of the research in
two overriding forms of video abstraction: the keyframe set
and the skim. We recognized important elements and
described how they are addressed in specific works. For the
extraction of keyframes, these elements are the size of
keyframe set, demonstration scope, base unit, and
underlying computational mechanism, with each element
being further categorized. Similarly, for the invention of
video skims, five essential elements are identified and
described, including the complete process, the length of
video skim, working data domain, underlying computation
mechanism and features used. [5]
MinalC.Toley, MayurS.Burange ,” An Uncompressed
AVI Encryption Based on Haar Wavelet Decomposition of
Frames and Audio “, proposed video encryption techniques
were discussed here, one can see that there exists a large
selection of approaches to video encryption in digital media.
All the major video file formats have different methods of
video encryption, with different tough and weak point
respectively. Where some above technique lacks in the
robustness, High security, Speed.So, our future study and
research includes developing the video encryption methods
with high embedding capacity & robustness. This above
information might be useful to carry out further work in this
research area. [6]
Genliang Guan et al,” A Top-Down Approach for Video
Summarization”, proposed a top-down video summarization
framework by exploiting both visual resemblance among the
frames within a scene to identify scenes within a video and
local details for scene summarization. Video frames first are
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involuntarily grouped into scenes with global visual features
and representative frames of each scene are identified with
local features. [7]
BhawnaShrivas, ShwetaYadav ” Visual Cryptography in
the Video using Halftone Technique”, Proposed Visual
cryptography in the video with the halftone image as a
secrete image has been developed and replicated in this
paper. Floyd and Jarvis method are used for half toning
before the encryption. The effect of the methods as results of
PSNR and RMSE has been given and initiate Floyd has
performed better than Jarvis halftone method. [8]
G.Tejeswar Reddy, N.Meenakshi[2014] “Extended And
Embedded
Visual
Cryptography”,ProposedVisual
cryptography provides a very powerful technique by which
one secret canbe single into two or more shares. When the
shares on transparencies are coveredexactly together, the
original secret can be discovered without computer input. In
this book, many types of visual cryptography are examined.
[9]
Nazimul Islam,ShalooKikan [2015] “A Survey: Novel
Study for Visual Cryptography in Discrete Wavelet
Transforms”, proposed a analysis on various visual
cryptography techniques. The visual cryptography (VC)
order techniques can decode secreted images without
cryptography techniques Currently, many new schemes are
proposed in the field of Color Visual Cryptography. We
have seen that all the schemes conversed above, use Naor
and Shamir’s basic model of visual cryptography as the
source. But at the same time, the shares produced by all the
methods above are either meaningless or are dependent
upon some factors like the number of colors in the secret
image. Likened with existing schemes, the proposed scheme
i.e. wavelet based can effectively minimize transmission risk
and make available the highest level of user friendliness,
both for shares and for participants. [10]
JaspreetKaur Mann, NavjotKaur [2015] “Key Frame
Extraction from a Video using Edge Change Ratio”,
Proposed Key frame extraction is an important part of many
video presentations, like video indexing, browsing, and
video retrieval. te key frames are extracted by using edge
change ratio method . In this ratio of entering and exiting
edges of consecutive frames are calculated .The shot is
measured to contain 30 frames each and the frames having
maximum difference between the edge change ratio of is
considered as key frame. The extracted key frames provide
the instant of the whole video. The method is extremely
efficient and can identify the fast moving objects easily. In
order to improve the accuracy we can use motion feature of
video.[11]
III. Proposed Method
Cryptographic data so that it increases the safety of
this data . In this method we first encrypt a video using Haar
wavelet decomposition that is used the method convert the
number frames and then apply half tonning method and then
FILO the encrypted frames and collect the number of
encrypt frames and combine the frames and then encrypted
video are display and same procedure apply to decrypt video
and then original video are display.
The resulting video can be transmitted without
instructive that secret information is being exchanged.
Furthermore, even if an attacker were to overcome the

cryptography technique to detect the message from the
video, require the cryptographic decoding method to
decipher the encrypted message.
Proposed methodology has been divided into 4 phases.
1) Video Encryption
2) Video Decryption
3) Frame Encryption
4) Frame Decryption
Module1: Video Encryption
In this phase, video will be encrypted. In the first step an
input as video will be selected. After splitting the video we
get the extracted Frames and Extracted Audio. The selected
video is split up in to Frames . The extracted frames will be
decomposed with help of Haar Wavelet. The key will
generated with the help of key generater.After that the visual
image cryptography, the decomposed frames will get
encrypted. Finally with the help of Video Encoder we get
the encrypted video.
Module2: Video Decryption
Video decryption is the exactly reverse process of that video
encryption. In this phase, video will be decrypted. In the
first step an input as video will be selected. After splitting
the video we get the extracted Frames and Extracted Audio.
The selected video is split up in to Frames and Video. The
extracted frames will be decomposed with help of Haar
Wavelet. The key will generate with the help of key
generator. After that the visual image cryptography, the
decomposed frames will get decrypted. Finally with the help
of Video Encoder we get the decrypted video.
Module3: Frame Encryption
In this phase, the video which is divided in to frame and
audio. Here first of all the frame will be encrypted with key
genertor.
Module4: Frame Decryption When the frames get
encrypted in that same manner we to decrypt the frame to
get the original video with the help of key genertor.
The steps can be understand at transmitter end and receiver
end separately.
Steps at transmitter end:
Step1: Read Input Video and splited into frames
Step2: Now each frame is decomposed into two frames
Step3: The half toning technique is applied to these video.
Half toning is the process of transforming an image.
Step4: Apply FILO.
Step5: Combine frames.
Step6: Create video without sound and audio.
Step7: Encrypted video
Steps performed at Receiver side:
Step1: Reading the encrypted video.
Step2: Divide the video into the number of frames and
audio.
Step3: Half tonning technique.
Step 4: FILO.
Step5: Combine frames.
Step6: Create video and Insert sound
Step7: Decrypted video
Algorithm ForHaar Wavelet Decomposition
1.start
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2. Input image
3. for i=1 to size(i)
Decompose (i) into 4
Segment i0,i1,i2,i3
for j=1 to count of (1st level image)
Read i0j decompose into i0j,i0j+1,ii0j+2,ii0j+3
For k=1 to count of (2nd level image)
Read i1k
Decompose into i1k , i1k+1 ,i
1k+2, i 1k+3
For m=1 to count (3rd level
image)
read i2m
Decompose into i2m
,i2m+1, i2m+2,i2m+3
for n=1to count(4th level
image)
read i3n

input image(i)
input position keys p(keys) and xor key xor(keys)
forxp=1 to count pixel(i)
readr,g,b of pixel px
encryptr,g,b with position key and xor keys
set new r’,g’,b’ to pixel px
end
display image
stop
Algorithm For XOR BASE AND POSITION BASE
Decryption
start
input image(i)
input position keys p(keys) and xor key xor(keys)
forxp=1 to count pixel(i)
readr,g,b of pixel px
decrypt r,g,b with position key and xor keys
set new r’,g’,b’ to pixel px
end
display image
stop

decompose into i3n,i3n+1,i3n+2,i3n+3
end
end
end
end

Experimental Results:
In this project we are generating the result in two parameters
as followsi.Mean intensity and entropy
ii.PSNR& MSE

end
Algorithm For XOR BASE AND POSITION BASE
Encryption
start
Video Name

Haar decompose time

mam

Level 0
0.63

Level1
1.48

Level 2
5.28

Level 3
19.17

Table 1.Time for Haar Decomposition

Encrypt Result:
Sr. No.
1

Video
name
mam

Total
frames
6

MI
Original
0.44
0.51
0.47
0.53
0.55
0.44

Entrophy
Original
7.86
7.74
7.76
7.73
7.49
7.71

MI
Encrypt
0.52
0.49
0.50
0.46
0.45
0.49

Entropy
Encrypt
7.96
7.92
7.91
7.92
7.77
7.94

PSNR
8.37
7.67
8.33
9.20
7.32
8.91

MSE
encrpyt
563.19
672.42
563.31
410.10
732.64
461.85

Table 2. Encrypt MI,Entropy,PSNR& MSE
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Graph :

Graph 1. Encrypt image1(mean intensity)

Graph 2. Encrypt image (PSNR & MSE)

Decryption Result:

Sr. No.

Video
name

1

mam

Total
frame
s
6

MI
Encrypt

Entrophy
Encrypt

MI
Decrypt

Entropy
Decrypt

PSNR

MSE

0.52
0.49
0.50
0.46
0.45
0.49

7.96
7.92
7.91
7.92
7.77
7.94

0.44
0.51
0.47
0.53
0.55
0.44

7.86
7.74
7.76
7.73
7.49
7.71

7.88
7.24
7.79
8.87
6.89
8.75

891.96
1068.15
931.03
650.11
1185.40
666.21

Table 3. Decrypt MI,Entropy,PSNR& MSE
Graph :

Graph 3. Decrypt image1(mean intensity)

Graph 4. Decypt image (PSNR & MSE)
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CONCLUSION
It provide a protected and secure communication as it
includes multiple manipulations for encryption and so is it
with decryption. Visual cryptography scheme tool is simple
and easy to use. Visual cryptography provides a very
powerful method by which one secret can be distributed into
two or more shares. The method are used in the haar wavelet
is the procedure and it is possible to cover the secrete video
as it is original video. The Haar Wavelet decomposition of
frame algorithm is used which helps to decompose the
image up to third level so that the encryption is performed
on the minimum portion of the image without any pixel loss
of that image. At the same time there is perfection in
decryption as well because whenever the original image get
encrypted it will decrypt as it is like original image.
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